We report the kinematic shift of C IV broad absorption line (BAL) in quasar SDSS J120819.29+035559.4 (hereafter J1208+0355). This quasar shows two BAL systems, including a blue component of system A at ∼ 23500 km s −1 that shows kinematic shift of 1166±65 km s −1 , and a red component of system B at ∼ 7000 km s −1 that can be decomposed into several narrow absorption lines (NALs). First, we confirm that the most likely cause for the equivalent width variations of the absorption lines (at least for sysetm B) in J1208+0355 is ionization change scenario as response to the changes in the ionization continuum according to the following observational factors: (1) coordinated multiple absorption lines strengthening; (2) the continuum flux shows an obvious weakening. Secondly, we find line-locking phenomena from the blended NALs within system B, indicating that these outflow clouds are driven by radiative force caused by resonance lines. The above two research aspects convincingly reveal that the BAL outflows of J1208+0355 are affected by the background radiation energy. Therefore, we infer that the kinematic shift shown in system A may be produced by actual line-of-sight acceleration of the outflow clouds, which is driven by radiation pressure from the background light source.
INTRODUCTION
Intrinsic absorption lines of quasars, including broad absorption lines (BALs, with absorption widths of >2000 km s −1 , e.g., Weymann et al. 1991) , mini-broad absorption lines (min-BALs, loosely defined to have absorption widths from 2000 km s −1 to several hundred km s −1 , e.g., Hamann & Sabra 2004) , and narrow absorption lines (NALs, have absorption widths of a few hundred km s −1 ), can show variation in their equivalent widths (EWs) across a rest-frame time from several days to several years (e.g., He et al. 2017; Chen et al. 2018b; Hemler et al. 2019 , and references therein). However, the signatures of kinematic changes of intrinsic absorption lines have been reported in only a few cases (e.g., Vilkoviskij & Irwin 2001; Rupke et al. 2002; Gabel et al. 2003; Hall et al. 2007; Joshi et al. 2014 Joshi et al. , 2019 Grier et al. 2016 ), although they are key physical properties of the outflow winds.
For NALs, Gabel et al. (2003) have firstly detected a synchronous deceleration for C IV, Si IV, and N V NALs, while no change in their absorption profiles has been found, based on the analyses on the Seyfert galaxy NGC 3783 (see also Scott et al. 2014) . Recently, Misawa et al. (2019) have reported the monitoring of intrinsic NALs in 6 quasars across timescales of 2.8-5.5 yr (in quasar rest frame) but failed to find obvious shift in their velocities. For BALs, Vilkoviskij & Irwin (2001) , Rupke et al. (2002) and Hall et al. (2007) have respectively reported positive kinematic shifts of BALs in individual objects. After that, deceleration in C IV BALs over rest-frame timescales of 3.11 and 2.34 yr have also been found, from 2 X-ray-bright quasars Joshi et al. (2014) . The first systematic search for BAL kinematic shifts has been performed based on three-epoch observations of 140 BAL quasars from the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS, York et al. 2000; Grier et al. 2016 ). Three cases out of their quasar sample show velocity shift in C IV BALs, which reveals that the BAL velocity shift is not widespread. Moreover, these three cases exhibit an unstable magnitude in the velocity shifts along with time. More recently, Joshi et al. (2019) have reported the deceleration of both C IV and Si IV BALs in quasar SDSS J092345+512710.
In this work, we report the discovery of the acceleration of a BAL system in the two-epoch spectra of quasar SDSS J120819.29+035559.4 (z em = 2.023, Pâris et al. 2018 . This source has been studied in previous systematic studies of EW variations in both its BALs (He et al. 2017) and NALs (Chen et al. 
2015)
. Here we will further to confirm the physical mechanism of the EW variation in its BALs and NALs, study the line-locking phenomena of the blended NALs within one of its BAL systems, and study the velocity shift phenomenon shown in another BAL system. Section 2 is the spectral analysis for the two-epoch observations of the source. Section 3 presents discussions on the variation mechanism, line-locking phenomenon, and the kinematic shift. At last, we draw a conclusion in Section 4. This paper adopte a ΛCDM cosmology with parameters H 0 = 70 km s −1 Mpc −1 , Ω M = 0.3, and Ω Λ = 0.7.
SPECTROSCOPIC ANALYSIS AND RESULTS
We downloaded the two-epoch spectra of J1208+0355 from the SDSS for the MJD 52,376 spectrum, and from the Baryon Oscillation Spectroscopic Survey (BOSS; Dawson et al. 2013) for the MJD 55,633 spectrum. The SDSS spectrum covers a wavelength range from ∼3800 to 9200Å and has a resolution within∼1850-2200, while the BOSS covers wavelengths between ∼3600 and 10000Å and has a resolution ranging from ∼1300 to 3000. The median signal-to-noise ratios (S/Ns) are 13.90 and 21.08 per pixel for the MJD 52,376 and 55,633 spectra of J1208+0355, respectively.
The procedures for spectroscopic analysis are the same as those in the previous works of us (e.g., Lu & Lin 2018b,c) . In short, the power-law continua were acquired from the iterative fitting of several wavelength regions (1250-1350, 1700-1800, 1950-2200, and 2650-2710Å in the rest frame), which were defined by Gibson et al. (2009) . Then we combined each power-law continuum fit to the Gaussian fits of the emission lines, thus obtained the final pseudo continuum ( Figure 1 ). Finally, we normalized the original spectra by using these pseudo continua ( Figure 2 ). Shown in Figure 2 are the normalized spectra of J1208+0355, from which two BAL systems were detected, including a blue component that shows kinematic shift and a red component that can be decomposed into several NALs (hereafter systems A and B, respectively). The velocities, EWs, full widths at half maximum (FWHMs), and fractional EW variations of the BALs of these two systems are all listed in Table 1 . The methods of the calculations for the line EWs, as well as their corresponding errors, are same to those in Lu & Lin (2018a; see their equations (2) and (3)), and those for the fractional EW variation are same to those in Lu et al. (2018;  see their equations (2) and (3)).
In system A, we found a velocity shift between the two-epoch observations of the C IV BAL. Although the Si IV BAL of system A also shows a faint sign of kinematic shift, it suffers from a relatively low S/N and is too weak to be identified. We consider the position that averages the EW of a BAL as its line center. To estimate the line center more correctly, we generated 10000 mock spectra via adding Gaussian noise to the original spectrum according to the corresponding flux density errors, and then measured the line center for these mock spectra using the same procedure. Finally, we estimated the line center and the corresponding measurement uncertainties from the median value and the standard deviation of the 10000 trials, respectively. We got the line centers of −23123±100 km s −1 and −24289±47 km s −1 for the MJD 52,376 and 55,633 C IV BALs of system A, respectively, and their velocity shift is 1166±65 km s −1 , corresponding to an acceleration rate of 0.414±0.025 cm s −2 ( Figure 3 ).
In C IV BAL of system B, there are at least 8 pairs of C IV NAL doubles that could be well fitted by Gaussian functions (Figure 4 ). The line center positions of the corresponding NAL components in Si IV, N V and Lyα ions were also be marked out ( Figure 5 ), which were determined by anchoring their blue members to those of C IV lines. The parameters of these NALs that were mea-sured from the Gaussian functions were also represented in Table 1. 3. DISCUSSION
Variation Mechanism
Previous research considers that EW variation of BALs may be caused by two scenarios: the ionization change scenario (IC scenario) and the transverse motion scenario (TM scenario) of the absorption materials. Our viewpoint is that the IC scenario is more likely as the mechanism that responsible for the absorption line variation in J1208+0355, due to at least the following several factors.
First, all the absorption lines of J1208+0355 show coordinated strengthening between the two-epoch observations. This strengthening includes that between the multiple NAL systems (C1∼C8) within system B, and that between the systems A and B. Such a phenomenon seems unrealistic to be explained by the TM scenario, because the coordinated variations of so many distinct absorption systems would require highly coordinated motions between many outflow clouds (e.g., Misawa et al. 2005; Hamann et al. 2011) . We note that in comparison with the C IV BAL of system B that shows nearly half per cent fractional EW variation, the change of the C IV BAL of Portions of the normalized spectra of J1151+0204, showing the NAL systems identified within system B in different ions. The black and red lines represent the normalized spectra from observations on MJD 52,376 and 55,633, respectively. system A is much smaller (only about 5%) and is consistent with no change. One possible explanation could be that the C IV BAL of system A may suffer from saturation. A saturated BAL might respond to the continuum fluctuations softly or even no respond under the situation that the IC scenario as its variation mechanism.
Second, the continuum flux of the source shows obvious weakening. Correlations between the variations of the ionizing continuum and those of outflow absorption lines have already been proved (Lu et al. 2017; Chen et al. 2018a ,b, 2019 Lu et al. 2018; Lu & Lin 2018c , 2019 Huang et al. 2019; Vivek 2019 for BALs), which could, at least to some extent, be served as an evidence for supporting the IC scenario as the main origin of absorption line variability. For J1208+0355, along with strengthenings of the absorption lines, the power-law continuum (the purple and blue smooth curves in Figure 1) in the second epoch is on average 41% lower than in the first epoch. Such a situation is compatible with the previous reported anticorrelations. Photoionization simulations show that with an increasing ionization parameter (U ), the C IV and Si IV EWs would rise first, then will reach a peak, and finally decrease (e.g., He et al. 2017) . Assuming that the IC scenario are indeed the variation mechanism for the outflow lines of J1208+0355, then according to the photoionization simulation (see figure 3 of He et al. 2017) , the asynchronized variations between the absorption line systems and the quasar continuum reveal that the outflow clouds we studied in J1208+0355 are in relatively high ionization states with ionization parameters of Log U larger than -1.8.
The last factor is that the higher ionization ions, such as N V and C IV ions, are much stronger in their absorption strengths than the lower ionization lines like Si IV (Table 1 and Figure 2) , indicating that these outflow clouds are in relatively high ionization state. This situation of high ionization state is consistent with the inference from the asynchronized variations between the absorption lines and those of the quasar emission continuum.
Based on the analyses above , we ascribe the absorption line changes (at least for sysetm B) in J1208+0355 to the IC scenario, which is a response to the changes in the quasar's continuum flux.
Line-locking Signature within system B
Line-locking is an observational signature that the successive shielding of the outflow clouds locks the clouds themselves together in outflow velocity. This observational signature is usually interpreted as an evidence for the radiative acceleration (e.g., Foltz et al. 1987; Braun & Milgrom 1989; Srianand 2000; Srianand et al. 2002; Ganguly et al. 2003) . Line-locking signature in NALs has been generally identified from both BAL and non-BAL quasars (e.g., Foltz et al. 1987; Srianand et al. 2002; Hamann et al. 2011; Bowler et al. 2014) . Lu & Lin (2018b) represented the report of the line-locking phenomenon of blended NALs within trough-like BALs in quasar SDSS J021740.96-085447.9. In J1208+0355, we once again found Line-locking signature of the blended NALs within a BAL (system B, see Table 2 ), which supports the idea that these outflow clouds are driven by radiative force caused by resonance lines. Besides, the line-locking signatures in J1208+0355 indicate that the observer's sight line may be almost parallel to the wind streamlines (e.g., Hamann et al. 2011). 3.3. Kinematic Shift of system A As shown in Figure 5 , the kinematic shift of system A was clearly detected in C IV ion. The kinematic shift of BAL can be caused by several reasons, such as the following three situations: directional shift in the outflow, actual acceleration of the outflow clouds in our line of sight, and changes in velocity dependent quantities, for example the ionization state or covering factor and so on (e.g., Hall et al. 2002 Hall et al. , 2007 Gabel et al. 2003) . We hold the view that actual line-of-sight acceleration driven by radiation pressure may be the mechanism responsible for the kinematic shift in J1208+0355. Our view is on the basis of several observational facts. One weak suggestive argument is that radiative forces may play an important role in driving the BALs outflow in J1208+0355, according to the line-locking phenomena shown in system B (Section 3.2). Second, recombination-driven EW variations as respond to the continuum variability are confirmed for both systems A and B (Section 3.1), indicating the effect from changing radiation energy as well as a close physical connection between these two systems. Both the above two factors reveal that the BAL outflow of J1208+0355 is affected by the background radiation energy. So we infer that the kinematic shift shown in system B may be produced by actual line-of-sight acceleration of the outflow clouds, which is driven by radiation pressure from the background light source.
CONCLUSION
We have analyzed two BAL systems (systems A and B) of quasar J1208+0355, based on its two-epoch spectra from the SDSS. The main discussions we have presented are as follows:
1.The EW variations of the absorption lines (at least for sysetm B) in J1208+0355 are caused by the IC scenario as respond to the variability of the ionization continuum according to the following observational factors: first, the two BAL systems, as well as multiple NALs in system B show coordinated strengthenings; second, the continuum flux shows an obvious weakening; third, the N V and C IV BAL are much stronger than the Si IV , which is in agreement with the conclusion of high ionization state from the asynchronized variations between the absorption line systems and the ionization continuum.
2.There are 7 pairs of NALs within system B show linelocking phenomena, indicating that these outflow clouds are driven by radiative force caused by resonance lines.
3.One of the BAL absorption line system, system A, shows acceleration in its C IV ion. Because the above two research aspects convincingly reveal that the BAL outflow are affected by the background radiation energy, we draw a conclusion that the kinematic shift shown in system B may be produced by actual line-of-sight acceleration of the outflow clouds, which is driven by radiation pressure from the background light source.
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